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act on a matter, as well as a legislative package that can 
bring together enough support and enough reason for act-
ing. There must also be some preconditions for change. 
In the current situation, there are such preconditions, 
because UMTA funding is beginning to run low. There 
will be a need for refunding the UMTA program over the 
next couple of years, although there is some debate as 
to when exactly that will be needed. The Senate has al-
ready passed a mass transit bill that would increase the 
funding for UMTA programs, and it seems likely that 
the House of Representatives will at least consider the 
matter during 1978. The Secretary of Transportation 
has also promised that the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation will have recommendations at some point, 
presumably in late 1977 or early 1978. 

Although these preconditions are very important in 
getting any major legislative policy enacted, there is 
always some element of compromise involved in any  

legislation that is passed. Even if the research results 
and conclusions are incorporated in legislative proposals, 
they will be changed, diluted, and compromised in one 
fashion or another. That is not particularly a bad thing; 
it only suggests that there is more than one interest at 
work in the process and that all interests need to be rep-
resented in major legislative change. 
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The Problem of Funding Transit 

David Olson, Committee on Appropriations, U.S. House of Representatives 

In our discussion of transit financing I think we should 
be a little more precise in analyzing the sources of funds 
and the justification for the various sources. There is 
a substantial difference between fares and taxes with re-
gard to the financial problem in urban transit. It has 
been suggested that two-thirds of transit costs should be 
financed by the user and one-third by the public through 
taxes. This implies that urban transit produces a prod-
uct that has benefits, two-thirds of which accrue to 
private parties (the users) and one-third to the general 
public. It would seem to me that the appropriate ratio 
will vary according to the transit jurisdiction; in some 
areas, the users will pay more and in some areas they 
will pay less. 

The current ratio implies a high social benefit. Is 
the benefit really that high? Do we really get the social 
benefits that are claimed—environmental enhancement, 
reductions in peak-hour traffic on the highway system, 
provision for the transportation needs of the elderly and 
handicapped? If the social benefit is not really that high, 
this mix of fares and taxes ought to be reconsidered. 

The low-fare or no-fare financing arrangement for a 
transit authority implies that a great deal of social ben-
efit accrues from that system, and it is questionable 
whether that much benefit is actually realized. The Bay 
Area Rapid Transit System impact study and other em-
pirical findings seem to support that conclusion. 

We have been discussing the redistributive impacts 
of transit. On the basis of both my private observations 
as a user of a commuter railroad and my professional 
observations, I believe that a great deal of income is 
being redistributed through public financing of rail 
transit—from the poor to the rich! When I studied this 
question in college, income redistribution was supposed 
to go the other way. It would appear that only bus tran-
sit is achieving positive redistributive effects. 

Which levels of government are going to support pub-
lic transportation? If it is true that most or all of the 
social or public benefits of public transportation accrue  

to the particular city or region in which a system is lo-
cated (that is, if the external benefits are local in nature) 
and if it is true that the social benefits of transit vary 
widely depending on the particular region, then at least 
the current mix of tax financing, in which just more than 
50 percent comes from local sources, must continue. 

In regard to capital programs, we have seen a heavy 
federal involvement, financial and otherwise. I believe 
that the core problem in the financial area is simply how 
to ensure that the supply of transit service is made to 
adjust, in quantity and quality, to the expression of pri-
vate and public demand. The program must be capable 
of responding overall and of allowing the local operator 
to respond to true expressions of public and private de-
mand—for increases as well as decreases. A "true ex-
pression of demand" is demand backed by funding. The 
two essential questions are whether the program allows 
supply to respond to private demand and whether the pro-
gram allows supply to respond to public demand. I am 
concerned that the present program does not. If we 
intervene in this process with federal money at the mar-
gin and a federal policy that takes a lot of the sacrifice 
away from the local governments, then the operator, the 
transit governing bodies, and the local governments will 
not be making the kinds of decisions that are required 
to achieve an economic and political equilibrium. 

I do not believe that the national transit program has 
achieved an equilibrium; therefore I do not think the pro-
gram is at present a success. We need to answer some 
of the critical empirical questions that have emerged 
from the transit experience so far. Earlier we heard 
that there has been a real decrease in the private price 
of transit during the last 6 years. Normally this implies 
an increase in the quantity used, but that increase in 
quantity has not occurred. There was some increase in 
transit use during the energy crisis, but this is not 
enough. We may run out of oil in 1990 but, unless we re-
think some of these issues, transit is not going to make 
it until 1990 in some of our cities. Our program should 
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be designed and run on the basis that much of the social 	social values of transit in New York, Cleveland, and 
benefit of transit accrues to the local area or region and 	Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
that there are wide differences between private and 

Louise Giersch, Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Berkeley, California 

Regional government is very difficult politically. The 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) of the 
nine counties in the San Francisco Bay area is a form 
of regional government, and it is not liked by a lot of 
people. When decisions are made that affect local trans-
portation, it does not matter which side one is on. Ap-
proval of a major highway improvement puts the envi-
ronmentalists on one side and the highway people on the 
other side and will make at least some local politicians 
unhappy. Some of the commissioners may not be re-
appointed; all are appointed to the MTC by political 
bodies—either by the county boards of supervisors or 
by the mayor's conference of the county or by both. The 
commissioners are by and large chosen from among 
locally elected officials and, if they are not reelected 
at the local level, then they will not be appointed to rep-
resent that political body on the MTC. 

Transportation is so heavily involved in politics that 
implementing whatever policies are set up depends 
heavily on the nuances of the political scene at the local 
level. Long-range planning is very difficult because the 
source of the money changes constantly. Local funds 
from fares and taxes must be combined with state and 
federal money to make the system work. 

The Bay Area Rapid Transit System (BART) has had 
to go back to the legislature almost every year to ask 
for more money. The legislators finally suggested that 
MTC come up with a funding plan. Last year, therefore, 
MTC voted to develop short- and long-term financing 
plans for transit in the Bay area. MTC created a spec-
ial finance steering committee composed of representa-
tives of the commission from the counties involved. The 
operators were also involved, either through their 
elected boards or through their top managements. On 
this basis, MTC formulated a financial plan to keep all 
of the transit in the Bay area solvent through 1981. 

On the assumption that programs would be carried 
on at their present levels, MTC came out millions of 
dollars short. It.felt that the money had to come from 
the Bay area, so it did not include any additional funds 
from the federal government in the financing package. 
The direct taxes that Bay area residents pay only for 
transit, together with the fares they pay, cover 70 per-
cent of the total cost of all systems in the area. 

Property taxes in the three BART counties are ex-
tremely high, because they not only help pay off BART's 
capital investment but are also applied to the operations 
of the other local systems. The combination makes the 
property tax very high for those three counties. In ad-
dition, those three counties have added to the statewide 
sales tax a half-cent local sales tax that is used to pay 
off their BART obligation. 

The combination makes the contribution of people in 
the three BART counties much higher than that of people 
in the rest of the Bay area and in most of the rest of 
the country. The fare-box returns add an average of 
about another 35 percent of the transit cost. MTC's 
financing study made the assumption that the regional  

average fare-box return should be held at 35 percent. 
The study made several other assumptions. One of 

them was that, should negotiations result in a wage in-
crease of more than 5.5 percent/year, the operators 
should cover the excess out of their own fare boxes or 
through transit efficiencies; they could not count on being 
subsidized. Since MTC is not directly involved in wage 
negotiations, it cannot tell operators they have to settle 
at 5.5 percent, but it can say that, if they settle at 7 per-
cent, they will have to figure out where to get that extra 
1.5 percent: "Raise fares or whatever, but don't count 
on MTC's long-range plan to provide the additional fund-
ing." MTC also counted on a 5 percent increase in ef-
ficiency each year. Each year the amount the operators 
say they need is reduced by 5 percent, and if they really 
seek ways to improve efficiencies and utilization—not 
cutting service—there are ways they could achieve that 
reduction. 

MTC's financial plan ended up with quite a deficit—
$18 to $19 million/year. The question then was how to 
fund this deficit. Several obvious ways of doing it in-
volved-the state legislature, but the state legislature 
didn't want to get involved; even if it did, the governor 
has stated repeatedly that he will not sign any bill calling 
for a tax increase. MTC therefore had to find a source 
of funding in the Bay area, which was already heavily 
burdened by property taxes. One recommendation was 
that the half-cent sales tax, which was supposed to be a 
temporary measure to pay BART's capital costs, be con-
tinued indefinitely for use by BART in offsetting its op-
erating deficit. 

Since this was still short, the only source that MTC 
could tap was bridge tolls. In the Bay area, at least on 
the bridges controlled by the California Toll Bridge Ad-
ministration, tolls had been used only to pay off bridge 
bonds or to maintain the bridges. However, the Golden 
Gate Bridge, Highway, and Transportation District con-
stitutes a separate transit district. Some years ago, it 
farsightedly got into operating buses rather than building 
another layer on the bridge to relieve the flow of traffic 
between San Francisco and Main County. The district 
is now involved in the ferry business and other kinds of 
innovative approaches, such as van pools that go to 
specific places in San Francisco. 

MTC decided to increase bridge tolls on the Bay 
Bridge, the Dunbarton Bridge, and the San Mateo Bridge 
and to use these funds to balance the Bay area transit 
budget through 1981. When MTC tried to implement this 
plan, by using a law passed by the legislature in 1975, 
there were strong objections. The law had given MTC 
the ability to increase bridge tolls for transit purposes 
in the area. The California Toll Bridge Administration 
could veto the MTC's toll increase if in fact these rev-
enues were not needed, but the Toll Bridge Administra-
tion had to prove the increase was not needed. 

Public hearings were held throughout the region, and 
finally the commissioners voted 15 to 1 to increase the 
bridge tolls for transit. This was politically difficult for 
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the commissioners, but they did it, and the toll in-
creases are being used. A couple of state legislators 
have proposed bills that would take authority over the 
toll bridges away from MTC on the grounds that it is 
misusing the money. Some people also filed suit against 
MTC and recently lost the case. Now they say they will 
take it to the Supreme. Court on the grounds that it is a 
case of taxation without representation, since MTC is 
not a directly elected body; however, the collection of 

toilsis not considered taxation. 
Politicians can bite the bullet, and MTC is following 

through. The national figures on transit funding gener-
ally reflect what happened in the Bay area. But the bur-
den of some of these deficits can be eased by taking a 
long-range viewpoint, if the political ability to compre-
hend a large problem can be combined with assumptions 
that are logical and practical; that is what MTC did. 

Ira Doom, Governor's Council on Transportation, Richmond, Virginia 

The ultimate problem in public transportation is that 
transit is going broke and people are not being served. 
People can argue about whether the deficit is going to 
double or triple, but the problem remains. It has been 
noted that since 1970 bus driver costs have increased 
13 percent, and productivity has decreased by 10 per-
cent. For 6 years managers and planners have been 
trying to improve productivity, but transit deficits na-
tionwide have increased more than 800 percent. Al-
though there have been notable exceptions, such as in 
Knoxville, this is a central or principal problem. It is 
easy to say that the politicians have conflicts of interest, 
but so do consultants. Hardware systems are very 
profitable for consultants, because their fees constitute 
a very small percentage of the cost of the hardware sys-
tem; that makes a difference in what some consultants 
recommend. 

A second problem is that several things have gotten 
out of hand—finance, energy conservation, congestion, 
and the problems of environment, by which I mean not 
just pollution but the real situation of the commuter—
waiting 1 h for a bus or spending 2 h on a Metro trip or 
45 min in a car—that affects his quality of life. If we 
work at it, we can shape up our finances, conserve 
energy, reduce the congestion, and help the environ-
ment. These issues are not, as some maintain, in con-
flict. The challenge is to pull them all together; the 
brokerage concept is a step in that direction. 

Another challenge is how to measure performance in 
urban transportation. We talk about the number of 
people who ride public transit, but the percentage of 
people riding any way but singly in automobiles in peak 
hours is more important; it does not make any difference 
whether they are riding on buses or trains or in car 
pools. The basic percentage probably is about 20 per-
cent, and the public systems account for perhaps 8 to 
10 percent. That does not mean that public systems are 
not necessary, but they are not doing very well, con-
sidering all the money and resources being spent on 
then The problem is that the deficits are escalating, 
the taxpayers cannot afford it, and the congestion is 
still there. 

The neglect of private enterprise is also a problem. 
A transportation commission may casually spend 
$500 000 on buses, but it does not take the time to con-
sider the case of a taxicab operator who wants to get 
permission to perform some special service, and he goes 
broke. Unfortunately, the government is running a gov-
ernment enterprise that is very charitable to itself. 

We talk about plans and programs and processes, but 
the way things work depends on the quality of people in 
government. The selection of responsible individuals 
is very important. If you have good people running com-
missions, they will run them well; bad people will run 
them poorly. The same is true in research and planning 
efforts. It is time to get back to a system of individual 
accountability; this can be done in a bureaucracy, but it 
is not being done. 

Governments on all levels are also plagued by politics. 
The federal government has been blamed for overcapital-
izing rail and bus transit, but local governments have 
rarely turned down funding. It has been said that Con-
gress has been very sympathetic to mass movements of 
people, but it has lacked proper solutions to the prob-
lems; if someone would propose some solutions, the 
federal agencies would be very receptive. More testi-
mony from the state level would be especially useful. 

Another problem is to combine what is right with 
political reality. Virginia's Governor's Council studied 
in some detail the possibility of state operating subsidies 
for transit, but this will not be implemented for two 
reasons. The first is that the state has not provided—
but should and will provide—proper leadership and man-
agement systems to the localities to help ease their 
deficits and move more people. The second reason is 
that in some local areas this would create a bottomless 
pit. If a ceiling were put on these funds and the localities 
were permitted to use them any way they want, they 
could maintain flexibility between operating and capital 
uses; they might reduce their capital requirements and 
use the funds more for operating expenses or for van 
or car pools. 
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The problem is that mass transit ought to be efficient 
and effective, but it is not; it is about time we do some-
thing about that. The only reason public transportation 
works at all is that there are so many compensators built 
into the system, but any system that has that many corn-
pensators must be based on a faulty design. What the 
basic design should be is a tough thing to define because 
of the ramifications involved—politics and the idea of 
throwing money at the problem. As in the field of educa-
tion, we throw money at the transportation problem, but 
the quality of the product is decreasing. Money does not 
solve the problem. 

A society very often does not tell the truth when it 
comes to making comparisons. If you had to make an 
honest comparison between what it costs you to drive 
your automobile back and forth to work and what an ef-
ficient mass transportation system would cost, you would 
be absolutely amazed. If you add the parking cost and 
take into consideration some of the increased costs of 
such items as gasoline and automobile maintenance, the 
total would dwarf the costs of using public transporta-
tion. 

So whom are we kidding? It is a matter of our 
choices, of our habits, and of doing what we want to do 
when we want to do it. Mass transit is not going to work 
until politicians are willing to bite the bullet on some 
pretty tough issues; that is, until they are willing to take 
away some of the options. In a study of the cost of park-
ing in New York City, it was concluded that the daily 
cost of parking did not make any difference because the 
cost would be passed through to someone other than the 
person using the parking space. The only effective way 
to reduce congestion and reduce the flow of traffic into 
the city is to close the parking lots. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation supports mass 
transit and encourages people to use it for reasons of 
efficiency, lower consumption of energy, and so forth, 
but at the same time it subsidizes 23 percent of all the 
parking spaces in the center of Washington, D.C. This 
amounts to subsidizing the people who are causing the 
congestion and who could provide the volume to decrease 
the deficit on the Metro system. 

In some ways we are approaching the issue backward. 
We have a fixed number of dollars to deal with in any 
region or any city, but the federal government appears 
to be able to simply write another check—whether the 
budget calls for it or not—to expand the supply of dollars 
to meet any need that happens to suit the fancy of indi-
viduals or committees at any. level of government. For-
tunately, at local levels we are more constrained. We 
cannot spend beyond our means. I think it is about time 
the same thing occurred at the federal level. We must 
decide what proportions of our resources should go to 
the different things that we need as a society: transit 
and transportation, sewers and water, publié safety,  

recreation, education. The things that the individual 
citizen cannot do for himself are the things government 
should be attending to; instead, government has become 
very enamored with building an organization, and it has 
forgotten what the purpose of the organization is. 

The Washington area, for example, should be spending 
a set amount on transportation. Once that amount has 
been determined, including provisions for the normal 
escalations that are now built into formulas, that is the 
amount that we should expect to spend for transportation 
in our region. If holding to that budget requires closing 
some of the streets and highways to private automobiles 
during peak hours so that buses can run at maximum 
efficiency to move the people who need to be moved and 
so that people are directed into the heavy-rail system, 
sobeit. 

But we have not been willing to make such decisions 
so far. We continue to prefer freedom of choice and to 
try to provide everything that everyone wants, regardless 
of the price. There is a bottom to this barrel, and it 
is time to begin defining the problem in terms of some-
thing that is real rather than imagined and to get to the 
economics of this thing, to address the causes rather 
than the effects. If we do not, the economics will catch 
up with us very rapidly. Not only is our oil going to run 
out by 1990, but the dollars to pay for the oil may run 
out before the oil runs out. 

We need to deal with the various competing modes of 
transportation and with the overabundance of regulations 
that prevent us from being able to provide cost-effective 
transportation for our citizens. We must stop thinking 
of mass transit as a cure-all; it is one facet of the over-
all ability to move people. 

In San Francisco, surveys were performed when the 
bond issue for the Bay Area Rapid Transit System was 
passed and several years later, after construction had 
started. It was found that people had approved the bond 
issue in order that other people would ride the system, 
leaving them to operate their own automobiles in peace 
and quiet. People are making these trade-offs, but we 
do not quite believe it. 

According to various studies, mass transit has very 
little impact on automobile travel and congestion. We 
also know that it has very little effect on reducing energy 
consumption or air pollution. It is not a matter of pitting 
one mode of transportation against another, nor is it the 
case that one mode is going to solve our problems and 
the rest of them ought to be discarded. It is a matter of 
determining how to pull all of them together and make 
them all work efficiently for us. We need an integrated 
transportation system that includes walking, riding a 
bicycle, using buses, using heavy rail, and using what-
ever means of transportation we might come up with in 
the near future. 


